Cloud Forms includes a paper form library along with the digital submissions, offering an all in one Cloud solution for Laserform.

Laserform has moved paper and digital forms to a single Cloud application and by doing so, lessened the impact of digital by default policies disrupting current processes. When future forms move to digital, we handle the transition for you.

**Single, Cloud application for paper or digital forms**
Cloud Forms ensures that you can submit forms digitally with enhanced ease making the process simple and increasing time savings for your firm. Launching a paper form library alongside our existing innovative online solution, embeds all of the rich and flexible functionality of the Laserform Desktop application in a web browser, with PDF output making this easy to integrate into existing processes.

**No training or installation costs**
Our customers benefit from all of the functionality within Cloud Forms without having any additional training or installation costs, there are no hidden extras and the application is designed to be simple and intuitive. Cloud Forms is a fully Cloud-based solution – all the user needs is internet access and a browser.

**Forms are always up-to-date**
A single login gives you access to the forms/agencies you need, in one consistent interface. Our expert team implements all form changes - no IT work at your end, no versioning issues and if you do need assistance, a single support number to ring.

**Great time saving features**
Cloud Forms simplifies form completion and the digital submission needs of customers.

- Automate accounts information – never miss disbursement postings, easy reconciliation of fees
- Demonstrate a high level of control and efficiency to third parties (e.g. insurers, SRA, accreditation schemes)
- Improve accuracy and performance
- Enforce your firm’s standards with customisable data entry rules and saved text
- Analyse where and how common errors occur

**How to upgrade**
If you would like to upgrade, please contact your Account Manager or speak to our support team.